Conference report
I am doing my PhD at the department of Innovation Management and Entrepreneurship, the PhD
topic is “The radical technology decision making in established firms” under the supervision of
Prof. Erich Schwarz.
I wrote a conference paper during my course with Prof. Dieter Boegenhold as a second author
with among the three authors. The paper title is “The study of self employment at SMEs level
with reference to poverty in developing countries”. The paper was accepted for the
presentation in the conference named “4th International conference on contemporary Issues in
Business Management”. The UCP Business School, Lahore and KEDGE Business School, France
have jointly organized that conference on Contemporary Issues in Business Management (ICIBM)
on March 21-22, 2017 in Lahore, Pakistan. I presented our paper, in the conference at Lahore,
Pakistan on 22nd March, 2017.

Please find further photos of the conference here:
https://www.facebook.com/UcpPhotographyClub/photos/a.1225550930896624.1073742138.17903215
8881845/1225582737560110/?type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/UcpPhotographyClub/photos/a.1225550930896624.1073742138.17903215
8881845/1225613020890415/?type=3&theater

Our conference paper endeavors to answer the research question; how self-employment at Small
and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) level is related to poverty in the developing countries. During
these efforts, we used narrative review methodology to study related research stream in this
domain to develop a better understanding of the phenomenon. Moreover, in the process Peter
Ducker and Noel’s theory of entrepreneurship and Israel Kirzner’s theory of entrepreneurship
reviewed to develop theoretical foundations of our research. In this research, we come to the
observation that self-employment at SMEs level, somehow helps in fighting poverty in the
developing countries. In addition, interestingly Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
role has been significant in the developing countries from the context of gig economy, where the
firms might not be found on yellow pages but, yet they are part of the economic systems against
poverty.
Pakistan is a big country and has four provinces, i.e. Punjab, Sindh, Baloachistan and Khyber
Pakhtoonkwah. The conference venue was at University of Central Punjab Lahore in Punjab
Province. I landed at Karachi airport Sindh Province, Pakistan from where I belong to. The total
journey in kilometers from Karachi to Lahore is about 1200 km. I had options to go to Lahore via
by air, by train, by public road transport or via by my own car. By air option was costly and not
feasible due to limited flight days particularly for return to Sukkur airport the nearest airport to
my home town. Unfortunately the train and public road transport is not that good and have
nearly same cost as one might have with his/her own car. That’s why I went there on my own car
with my family. The one side journey was around 18 hours if you drive safely without any traffic
jams. I stayed in my official guest house being a public servant, I paid just around 15 Euros, which
otherwise cost me at least around 150 Euros.
If there are any further questions, please contact me via Email Aqeel.Soomro@aau.at.

